
Chapter 17 

The Age of Enlightenment 
 

Section 1 (pp 550 - 554): Formative Influences      I.G. 190-195 
 INTRO   

1.  Very Important:  What is the “primary intellectual inheritances” from this age? 

 Ideas of Newton & Locke 

  2.  According to Kagan, what 4 Factors fostered the Enlightenment? 

  3.  How did Newton’s beliefs impact thinkers? 

  4.  How did Locke‟s Tabula Rosa influence thinkers? 

 The Example of British Toleration 

  5.  What was a common enlightenment opinion about England? 

 The Emergence of Print Culture 

  6.  What type of books declined?   What books took their place? 

  7.  What is the difference between high and low culture? 

  8.   Look up Freemasons at   http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freemasonry 

       9.  Define “public opinion” and why did it develop in this era? 

      10.  Whoah!!!  Reread the paragraph on 554 right under the indented quotation. 

  “Governments could no longer . . . policies openly KNOW that.   

  11.  How did many governments on the continent respond to the new “print culture”  

 

 

Section 2: (pp 554 - 558): The Philosophes    . 

  1.  In general, what did the philosophe figures seek to do? 

  2.  Most readers of Enlightenment philosophes came from what groups?  What social class? 

  3.  How were the philosophes radical (and dangerous to the existing social order)? 

 Voltaire 

  4.  “Voltaire was a major voice attacking . . . ?” 

  

 

 

Section 3 (pp 558 - 563): The Enlightenment &Religion    I.G. 194 - 200  
  ????  So I just read the first sentence!?!?  Ecclesiastical = religious 

  1. Translate the first sentence into English : ) 

  2.  What complaint did they have about such doctrines as “predestination” and “original sin” 

 Deism 

  3.  Describe the traits of God according to Deists?   

  4.  What kind of religion did Deists support? 

. Toleration 

  5.  According to the Deists “life on earth and human relationships should not be subordinated to . . .” 



 Radical Enlightenment Criticism of Christianity  

  6.  What was David Hume‟s critique of Christianity? 

  7.  How did Edward Gibbon attack Christianity? 

 Jewish Thinkers 

  8. How did Spinoza view God? 

  9.  How did Spinoza think the Bible should be read? 

  10.  The top of 561 (second column) is very interesting. Seriously. 

  11. What was Mendelssohn‟s crazy notion about religion and politics? 

 Islam in Enlightenment Thought 

  12.  What was Voltaire‟s thought on Islam? 

  13.  This is an amazing interesting/adult approach to this topic.  You may want to really read it. 

   

 

Section 4 (pp 564 - 567):  The Enlightenment & Society      

 The Encyclopedia: 

  1.  What information was included in the Encyclopedia?  (2
nd

 paragraph) 

  2.  Why had the Encyclopedia project been designed? 

 Beccaria and Reform of Criminal Law 

  3. What were Beccaria’s view on criminal punishments and the purpose laws? 

 The Physiocrats and Economic Freedom 

  4.  According to the Physiocrats  

    a.  what is the primary role of government? 

    b.  what is the basis of a nations wealth? 

 Adams Smith  (this is a VERY important section)  

  5.  According to Smith, what was the “best way to encourage growth”? 

  6.  define Laissez-faire 

  7.  Did Smith oppose all government activities? 

  

Section 5 (pp 567-571):  Political Thoughts       

 Montesquieu &  Spirit of the Laws 

  1.  What country was he from?  What country‟s government did he respect? 

  2.  What 2 influential „American‟ ideas did he develop? 

` Rousseau 

  3.  How did he define freedom? 

  4.  What does he mean by “general will” 

  5.  How does he contradict Adam Smith and the prevailing ideas of the time? 



 Enlightened Critics of European Empires   

  6. What is Herder‟s belief about cultures often known as today? 

   

 

 

Section 6 (pp 571 - 575): Women in Thought & Practice     
  1. In what ways were the philosophes progressive regarding women’s issues? 

  2.  However, in general, they displayed what type of attitudes toward women? 

  3.  What were Rousseau‟s attitudes about women‟s roles? 

  4.  What was Wollstonecraft‟s argument for women‟s rights? 

   

 

 

  

Section 7 (pp 575 - 580):  Rococo and Neoclassical Styles 
  1.  What social classes tended to be associated with each art style? 

  2.  What subjects were often the topic of Rococo artists? 

  3.  What impact did Rococo have on how the aristocracy was perceived? 

  4.  What were many Neo-Classical artists trying to convey in their art? 

 

 

 

 

Section 8 (pp 580-590):  Enlightened Absolutism     I.G.   201-204    
      Intro: 

 1.  What was Voltaire and Diderot stated reason for supporting strong monarchy? 

 2.  Kagan provides a cynical rationale towards the end of the first paragraph for their support 

  strong (absolute) monarchy.  What is it? 

 

 3.  Who were the 3 Rulers historians label the “absolute monarchs” 

      Frederick the Great 

 4.  What was Frederick‟s common description of himself? 

 Definition:  Civil Service is any government job you get based on skill/merit and not on 

 birth/social position/or who-you-know.  It’s considered a more rational/fair way of 

 administering government functions 

 

 5.  What 2 methods did Frederick use to reduce the “conflicts between the aristocracy and the  

  monarchy”? 

 

 6.  What method did Frederick use to create a common culture between them  middle class and  

  nobility? 

 

 7.  List 3 economic reforms Frederick undertook. 

      Joseph II  



 8.  What was Joseph‟s “sincere wish” as a ruler? 

 9.  What was the “ultimate result” of his reforms? 

       10.  What was Joseph‟s policies toward protestant monorities? 

 11.  How did he change the relationship between the government and the church? 

 12.  HOLD IT!!  In the middle of a paragraph, it just throws in Joseph’s policy on Serfdom!!!   

  What is it? 

      Catherine the Great 

 13.  How did she come to power? 

     The Partition of Poland 

 14.  What 3 things did Poland lack in order to prevent it‟s break up? 

 15.  How many times was Poland cut into? 

 16.  In what year did it finally disappear? 

 

Section 9 (588-590): The End of the 18
th

 Century and Eastern Europe. 

   17.  Did the reforms of the Enlightened Monarchs last? 

 


